MINT NOTES	Ixxv
Deb.ll was the capital of the Mughal emperors, and the most prolific o£ their mint-towns. Babur does not appear to have struck coin there, but issues in both silver and copper are known of his successor Humayun. The former are dirkams of the tenuous Central Asian type, and the first year of this monarch's reign is represented here. The mint-name is unattended with any epithet, but on the copper coins Dehli is known as Daru-l^nulJc Jfazrat. The first part of this double title was extensively associated with the name of the capital on the copper coins of the Dehli Sultans, and the second part on those in silver and gold.
On Akbar's early coins the mint-name usually has the title Hazrat, but on gold coin No. 147, elated 979, we find a revival of the fuller epithet Daru-l-mulk Hazrat. There is a fairly good series of rupees in this Collection from a.h. 964 to 985 — Nos. 314 to 822. Probably no silver coins Issued between 985 and the commencement of Akbar's ilaht era in the thirtieth year of his reign. Coins Nos. 323 to 326 are early specimens of the HdJw issue in silver and are of a square form. Mr. H. Nelson Wright has read the year on similar coins in the Indian Museum as 30 — L M. Oat., No. 182 — but this reading is not free from doubt, as the year may be 35.
The figure zero is represented on Mughal coins by a dot • or by a very small circle «. But on the coins under discussion the date is ro, the units figure being a large circle and closely resembling o, the figure for 5. As a rule there can be no doubt about the figure 5, which is represented by o3 &, or #. I believe that these Dehli coins of year ro should be attributed to the thirty-fifth year, for the following reasons. In the first place I know of no Dehli pieces of this type on which the year can be read with certainty as either 30 or 35, r. or r#, and none of the Intermediate years are known in this series. Secondly, there is a square Dehli rupee in the British Museum Collection on which the year 35 can be read with certainty, and which is of the following extremely rare type :
Obverse	Reverse
4111	-jJl r#
Now there is also another rupee of this type in the British Museum on which the date is written 1*0 instead of r#. I submit that the coin whose inscriptions I have just given, is the first •$$&$ issue from Dehli mint, and is dated 35 (r#), The second one of the

